READINg COmprehension

- Five Weekly Data Captures
- Three Level Guides/HOTs
- ‘Five’ Star Readers (★★★★★)

WRITING (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar)

- Weekly Demand Writing
- Five Weekly Cohort Moderation
- ‘Five’ Star Writers (★★★★★)

NUMERACY (Mental Computations)

- Daily, Explicit ‘Maths’ Hour
- Mental Computations
- CQ Benchmark Tests; PAT-M

VOCABULARY

- ‘Word of the Day’, ‘WOW’ Words
- Warm Ups Across KLAs
- Data Captures (PAT-V/Words our Way)

ATTENDANCE

- ‘Every Day Counts’ Champions
- Weekly Attendance Monitoring
- Ongoing Celebrations

EXPLICIT INSTRUCTION

- For all new concepts and skills
- Consistent Lesson Structure
- Short to Long Term memory